
Our Church acknowledges and laments the violence which has been 
suffered by some of our members and repents of the part we have 
played in allowing an environment where violence went unaddressed.

Our Church leaders commit to ensure conditions that support the 
prevention of violence, a church culture that promotes equality, and 
support for those who experience violence.

Our Church consistently teaches about equality, freedom  from violence, respectful relationships and the honour/value  
of every person.

 
on respect and mutuality.

Our Church acknowledges the different experiences of all people and 
that these have played a part in whether they have been treated with 
respect and equality.

Our Church actions are directed by the gospel of love, peace and 
justice, and are informed and engaged with local, state and national 
government initiatives as appropriate.

Our church supports cultural change in our communities  by communicating effectively to our members.

Our Church trains our leaders, pastoral staff and parish councils  
to understand and be equipped to respond in ways that prevent  
and address domestic and family violence.

Our leaders and pastoral staff hold themselves to account  
and are guided by the Anglican Church’s Code of Conduct:  
Faithfulness in Service.

These commitments are regularly reviewed and improved.
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10 COMMITMENTS FOR PREVENTING AND RESPONDING TO DOMESTIC AND FAMILY VIOLENCE
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Ten Commitments for Prevention and Response to Domestic and Family Violence in the Anglican Church of Australia

Domestic and Family Violence doesn’t just happen in other communities – it happens 
within the families and relationships of people of our churches. In the 2019 National 
Anglican Family Violence Research Project conducted by NCLS Research, when asked 
the direct question “Have you ever been in a violent relationship with any partner?” 
approximately 23% of Anglicans who had ever been in an adult intimate relationship 
said “yes”. (This compared to 15% for the equivalent group of the general Australian 
public in the same study.)
The Ten Commitments outlined in this document provide us with a foundation to guide 
our work in making the church a place where women, men and children are safe; where 
violence is prevented, where the wounded are healed and justice prevails, so that God’s The commitments focus on preventative actions in addition to training our ministers 

and improving care for those who have experienced abuse. In the long term, preventing 
abuse is better than only reacting once abuse has happened and people are suffering.The commitments are drawn from research into best -practice models and discussion, 
having had input from our Dioceses, clergy, lay people and victim/survivors. They conducted by NCLS Research.

The Commitments outline our approach at a national, diocesan and local level. This document provides:
 • Statements and explanations of each commitment. • Strategies to enable each commitment.

 • Ideas and ways in which we can build on our strengths as a church and work 
together to achieve positive outcomes.

Note: A number of different terms are used to describe domestic and family violence. 
By domestic and family violence we mean any violent, threatening, coercive or 
controlling behaviour that occurs in current or past family, domestic or intimate 
relationships. This includes not only physical injury, but direct or indirect threats, sexual 
assault, emotional and psychological torment, spiritual abuse, economic control, 
damage to property, social isolation, and any behaviour which causes a person to live 
in fear. Some practitioners prefer the word ‘abuse’, however we have chosen to use the 
term ‘violence’ to highlight the harm associated with each of these behaviours.
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